SINGAPORE BODYBUILDING AND PHYSIQUE SPORTS
FEDERATION ORGANISED ITS INAUGRAL MR.
SINGAPORE 2013 on 13th APRIL LED BY ITS
PRESIDENT KEVIN CHIAK AND A TEAM OF DYNAMIC
YOUNG OFFICIALS SERVING FOR THE GOOD CAUSE
OF THE SPORT

MR SINGAPORE
ENAYATHULLAH NAGOOR MEERA
1st Runner Up
LEE XUAN JIN DESMOND
2nd Runner Up
MAX LIN JIA XIANG

They did it! This new kid Kevin Chiak on the block
managed to pull it together to organise 2 major amateur
competitions and also its inaugural 1st Bodybuilding and

Physique Sport competition within 6 months since it was
formed.

Executive Members of SBPF and Judges at the competition venue

The crowd was great and was totally impressed by the
grand hall at the National University of Singapore, as it
was one of the best concert halls available locally. The
event was swift in its transition from one category to
another without any glitches. And the competition was
spectacular as it showcased some the local scene titans and
champion battling it out for the coveted title of Mr
Singapore 2013. The judging was spot on by the famous
and credible panel of judges that includes former Mr
Singapore winners, Asian and World champions.

All was down to a fierce dog fight between 3 top local
bodybuilders, and eventually the overall title of Mr
Singapore 2013 was won by the same winner from a
previous competition, known by the nickname Sam
Enaya. Sam was in fact the very last competitor to submit
his entry as he was initially unsure if he could be peak in
time for the nationals. But he did it and came up in tip top
condition, better shape than he was when he won
Musclewar in January this year. He brought back the title
and the highest prize money of S$3000. And as we are
writing this report, there are already many athletes who
expressed their interest in taking part next year. Ladies
and gentlemen, SBPF is here to stay! Next stop ABBF
Asian Championship in Vietnam. Stay tune

